Toward a quantitative model for suspended particle devices: Optical scattering and absorption coefficients. 
Introduction
Electrically modulated optical properties are of interest for numerous applications [1] [2] [3] , such as for energy efficient and comfort enhancing -smart windows‖ in buildings and vehicles, eyeware including goggles and helmets, anti-dazzling rear-view mirrors for cars and trucks, panels for temperature control of spacecraft, etc. The most important of these applications, seen in a global perspective, is the -smart windows‖ that are significant for reducing the energy used in the built environment [4, 5] and hence for CO 2 abatement and for combating global warming.
The devices enabling modulation of luminous and solar transmittance can be of several different kinds such as electrochromic five-layer -battery-type‖ devices based on inorganic oxides [6] [7] [8] , hydrides [9, 10] or on organic materials [11] ; suspended-particle devices (SPDs) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ;
polymer-dispersed liquid crystals [17, 18] ; and reversible electroplating systems [19, 20] . The least investigated and understood of these seems to be the SPDs, which at first sight is surprising since this type of devices has a venerable history and goes back to the -light valves‖ introduced by Edwin Land in the 1930s and forming the basis of a long series of patents [21] . The purpose of this paper is to investigate and model a typical SPD, thereby allowing a better understanding of its functioning, characteristic features, and potential limitations, and hence laying a foundation for academic inquiry into SPDs as a complement to their currently ongoing industrial development.
An SPD consists of a polymer layer, containing a large number of light absorbing and polarizable particles, between two sheets of glass or plastic coated with transparent and electrically conducting thin films facing the polymer layer. The particles should be less than ~200 nm in size in order to avoid excessive haze. They consist of polyiodides or, more generally, polyhalides and exhibit large optical anisotropy. The most well known compound of this class is heraphatite (quinine bisulphate polyiodide) [22] , which was extensively used in early work on polarizers and other optical devices [23] . Its optical anisotropy was recently described theoretically in considerable detail [24] . A number of related compounds have been used in later work on SPDs [13, 25] .
The optical transmittance of the SPDs can be adjusted either automatically, by using a photocell-based feedback or some other control device, or adjusted manually with a rheostat or a remote control by a user. Applying a sufficient electric voltage to the polymer layer, via the transparent conducting films, makes the particles align and become parallel to the field thereby yielding a higher transmittance. Decreasing the voltage makes the window darker until it reaches a bluish-black color. In other words, in the -off‖ state, when no voltage is applied, the particles are randomly dispersed and therefore absorb light and create a dark appearance; conversely, in the -on‖ state the particles align and the character of the glass changes from dark to clear. The functioning principles are shown in the upper two panels in Fig. 1 . An intermediate voltage can provide a transmittance lying between that for the -off‖ and -on‖ states. The voltage must be AC in order not to lead to time-dependent degradation of the SPD.
Experiments

Devices
The SPD investigated in this work has an active area of 28 x 22 cm 2 and a thickness of 300 μm. It is a CriRegulite device supplied by CRICURSA (Cristales Curvados S. A., Barcelona, Spain), which is a licensee of Research Frontiers, Inc. (Woodbury, NY, USA). The optically active layer was made as detailed elsewhere [26] by means of a cross-linked polymer matrix containing droplets comprising a suspension of polyhalide particles. The layer was spread as an emulsion over a 4-mm-thick glass plate pre-coated with a transparent and electrically conducting film of tin-doped indium oxide (In 2 O 3 :Sn, known as ITO). The refractive indices of the droplets and their surrounding matrix matched to within 0.005, and the droplets were ~1 μm in size. This design leads to a low-scattering and bluish device as apparent in the lower two panels in Fig. 1 .
The SPD was operated with a sinusoidal signal at 50 Hz and a peak voltage U between 0 and 100 V. This voltage was obtained by using a function generator in series with a broad-band linear amplifier (FLC Electronic AB, model F10A) with an amplification of 10 times and a maximum input voltage of ±10 V. The electrical current drawn by the transparent SPD was measured with a digital multi-meter (Keithley 197A).
Optical measurements
Total reflectance R tot and transmittance T tot , as well as diffuse reflectance R diff and transmittance T diff , were measured in the 300 < λ < 2500 nm wavelength range by use of a double-beam spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900) equipped with an integrating sphere. Reflectance and transmittance were recorded at normal incidence with 5 nm resolution, and the diffuse components represented the light that was not specularly reflected or transmitted through the sample, as shown in Fig. 2 . In an integrating sphere, light reflected or transmitted by the sample hits the sphere wall and is reflected repeatedly until eventually it is absorbed by the detector. The inside of such a sphere is coated with a white diffuse coating, usually of BaSO 4 , which is a close approximation to a Lambertian surface that hypothetically scatters 100% of the incident light evenly over the sphere surface. In an actual measurement, losses from absorption by the sphere wall and light escaping through the entrance ports must be corrected for [27, 28] .
Three scans are needed for samples which scatter transmitted and reflected light, namely (i) a reference scan with a BaSO 4 reference plate at the sample port (R in Fig. 2a ), (ii) a measurement of the total reflectance or transmittance with the sample positioned at the sample port or entrance port (T in Fig. 2a) , respectively, and (iii) a recording for which the specular component is allowed to escape by opening a specular exit port so that the diffuse reflectance (as indicated in Fig. 2b ) or transmittance (by putting an absorbing black cone behind the sample R port in Fig. 2a ) only can be determined. Expressions for reflectance and transmittance are given by ratios between the pertinent recorded signals. Corrections for the reflectance of the reference plate are important for the diffuse components [27, 28] , but port losses were negligible in our case. Specular and direct components, R spec and T dir , were derived by subtracting the diffuse components R diff and T diff from the total components R tot and T tot .
Complementary recordings of angular-dependent transmittance spectra in the 300 < λ < 1100 nm range were taken with an integrating sphere set-up detailed elsewhere [29] . The offnormal incidence angle θ was set from zero to 60° with 15° intervals. A quartz crystal polarizer located in front of the experimental assembly was used for obtaining s or p polarized light. Total transmittance values were calculated as an average of the data obtained with both polarizations.
Theory
The optical properties of light scattering media are characterized by the spectrally dependent absorption and scattering coefficients, denoted β and α, respectively, whose sum is the extinction coefficient E, i.e., E = α + β. Determining these coefficients from experimental spectra is a difficult problem. However, the optical properties of a layer exhibiting specular and diffuse reflectance as well as direct and diffuse transmittance can be described in the framework of fourflux theory [30] [31] [32] . This theory gives analytical equations for the reflectance and transmittance components, but it includes a number of poorly known parameters in addition to the scattering and absorption coefficients, including forward scattering ratios, average path-length parameters, and interface reflectance for diffuse light [32] . Inverting the equations to obtain parameter values from experimental data is very hard, and the only option would be to apply advanced fitting methods such as the spectrally projected gradient method that has been employed for a related problem [33] .
Two-flux models [31] offer a simpler, although approximate, description of the optics of materials exhibiting diffuse light scattering. The conditions for the applicability of these models have been studied in detail [34, 35] . Recent work by Levinson et al. [36] has shown that a twoflux model can be used to approximately describe the total transmittance and reflectance even in cases when there are significant specular components. Apart from interface reflectance, which can be estimated, the model parameters are the phenomenological backscattering and absorption coefficients, S and K, respectively, of the sample. Methods to obtain these coefficients from experimental data have been suggested [36] . In our present case it is possible to simplify the treatment because there is information on both specular and diffuse components and, as detailed below, we obtain the extinction coefficient and the interface reflectance for collimated light from the direct transmittance and specular reflectance using basic relations from four-flux theory. This information is then combined with a two-flux model of the total reflectance to obtain S and K via a modification of the earlier proposed method [36] .
Four-flux theory
The geometry of the SPD is taken to be that of a multilayer stack with the polymer layer incorporating the polarizable particles in the middle and surrounded by two transparent conducting films each backed by a glass substrate. If the refractive indices of the various components are close to each other one can neglect all interface reflections except those at the glass/air interfaces. This approximation is necessary since the optical properties of the transparent conductor (ITO) films, positioned between the glass substrates and the active polymer layer, are not known. The four-flux theory can then be used to provide simple expressions for the direct transmittance and the specular reflectance [30] . When the values of the interface reflectances are small, as in the present case, we neglect multiple reflections and obtain
where R c is the specular reflectance at the external surfaces, which for most glass and polymer materials would be close to 0.04 and correspond to a refractive index of about 1.5. It is possible
to solve these equations in order to obtain the extinction coefficient and R c from the measurements.
In order to determine both scattering and absorption coefficients, the diffuse components of the reflectance and transmittance have to be considered. The four-flux expressions for the diffuse parts are too complicated to be inverted, though, and contain too many free parameters. Instead we resort to the two-flux theory, as explained next.
Two-flux theory
Approximate relations for the total transmittance and reflectance can be obtained from the two-flux model as shown recently [36] . It was then assumed that the diffuse light is semiisotropic and that the diffuse light and the collimated light travel with approximately equal pathlengths through the sample. The case of collimated illumination was treated by the Saunderson approximation [37] . The SPD exhibits a combination of diffuse and collimated light, however, which makes it complicated to estimate the interface reflectances of the model. It should be noted too that no simple relation exists between the extinction and the phenomenological scattering and absorption coefficients.
Our analysis neglects the reflectance at the glass/ITO/polymer interfaces, and hence the SPD is modeled as a simple slab, with thickness d, of an inhomogeneous material surrounded by air.
We first consider the Kubelka-Munk approximation for the reflectance and transmittance, denoted R KM and T KM , respectively. The fundamental two-flux equation for the total reflectance of a layer on a substrate (called -background‖) was derived by Kubelka [38] and is given by
where R g is the total reflectance of the background, which in our case is the backside glass/air interface. Eq. [31], i.e.,
which reduces to the equation of Kubelka [38] when R g = 0. The parameters a and b that occur in Eqs. (3) and (4) are given in terms of the phenomenological backscattering and absorption coefficients by
This approximation neglects the front surface reflection, and to take it into account we use
Saunderson's procedure [37] for the reflectance and obtain
where R c is the reflectance of collimated light incident at the front air/glass interface, as before, and R j denotes the reflectance of partially diffuse light from within the inhomogeneous material and impinging onto the front glass/air interface. For the transmittance we apply an analogous correction procedure, which gives [39] 
Approximations to R j and R g are described next. These parameters signify the partly diffuse reflectance at the front and back interface, respectively, to the radiation coming from inside the film. Collimated radiation would exhibit a reflectance equal to R c , while totally diffuse radiation would have a higher reflectance, denoted R d , mainly because of total internal reflection at high incidence angles [40] . In order to interpolate between these limiting cases we need to estimate the fraction of diffuse light close to the interfaces of the film. This can be done from measurements of the total and specular reflectance, as well as the total and direct transmittance, by the methods developed in Sec. 2.6 in the work by Levinson et al. [36] . The intensity of light propagating towards the back interface is denoted i(z), and j(z) represents the intensity of light propagating in the other direction. We take the z-coordinate to be zero at the back interface and d
at the front interface. The subscript c on i(z) and j(z) signifies the collimated light intensities. The diffuse light fractions in the film close to the back interface (q 0 ) and close to the front interface
Relations for the intensities i c (0), j c (d), i(0) and j(d) in terms of measurable quantities have been
given by Levinson [36] . We express these relations by use of the interface reflectances R c and R d , and insert them into Eqs. (9) and (10). This gives
These equations can now be solved in order to obtain q 0 and q d , the result being
The calculations then proceed as follows: (i) The effective refractive index of the film is computed from R c , as obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2), by inverting the Fresnel relation at normal incidence,
, (ii) the diffuse interface reflectance R d is computed from expressions given by Ryde [43] and Giovanelli [42] and obtained by averaging the Fresnel reflection coefficients over all angles of incidence, (iii) the fractions of diffuse light close to the interfaces of the film are obtained from Eqs. (13) and (14), and (iv) the interface reflectance values R j and R g are derived by averaging the specular and diffuse interface reflectance over the diffuse light fractions according to
where R j and R g are obtained from q d and q 0 , respectively. Subsequently values of S and K are obtained by fitting Eqs. (3)- (8) to measured data. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between applied voltage in the 0 < U < 100 V range, direct transmittance at λ = 600 nm, and electrical current for the SPD. The highest transmittance, with T dir ≈ 32%, was reached for a maximum peak current of ~950 μA obtained at U = 100 V. V. The value of T dir drops sharply at λ < 1000 nm when no voltage is applied and attains a distinct minimum at λ ≈ 700 nm. The luminous transmittance-an average over the sensitivity of the eye, which is confined to 400 < λ < 700 nm and peaked at λ ≈ 550 nm-goes from ~5 to ~35% when the voltage is turned on. The optical modulation is insignificant in the infrared for λ > 1000 nm, and hence the modulation of the solar transmittance-lying in the 300 < λ < 3000 nm interval-is considerably smaller than the modulation of visible light. The magnitude of T diff remains below 10% irrespectively of the wavelength and is large enough to be perceived as haze.
Experimental results
The magnitude of R spec lies at 6 to 8% for luminous radiation irrespectively of the voltage; the corresponding value of R diff is 2 to 3%.
The spectral transmittance data are further elucidated in Fig. 5 , which shows T dir and T diff for ten values of applied peak voltage in the 0 < U < 100 V range. It is evident that the transmittance can be varied monotonically by changing the voltage.
The transmittance modulation is almost entirely confined to the luminous wavelength range, and it is of interest to quantify the luminous and solar transmittance by averaging the spectral transmittance according to
where φ lum is the sensitivity of the light-adapted human eye [42] and φ sol is solar irradiance for air mass 1.5 (the sun at 37° above the horizon) [43] . The transmittance drops monotonically as θ goes up with the effect being most pronounced for the transparent state. This is as expected since the optical path-length through the SPD is enlarged at increasing θ. It is also observed that the voltage-dependent modulation of the transmittance becomes smaller as the incidence angle increases.
Determination of absorption and backscattering coefficients
The geometry of the SPD is approximated as a stack with the polymer layer incorporating the polarizable particles in the middle surrounded by two glass substrates. If the refractive indices of the various components are close to each other one can neglect all interface reflections except those at the glass/air interfaces, as discussed above. We now proceed to determine the phenomenological absorption and backscattering coefficients of the particulate layer. These increased values, exceeding those expected for an air/glass interface, are mainly due to the omission of the reflection at the surfaces of the ITO, which makes the computed R c an -effective reflectance‖ with a value higher than 0.04.
The fractions of diffuse light at the interfaces are shown in Fig. 9 for the SPD in -off‖ and -on‖ states. It is seen from the values of q d that light in the SPD layer propagating towards the front interface is mainly diffuse. This is reasonable since it has its origin in backscattering in the SPD layer. On the other hand, light is partially diffuse at the back interface and the diffuse fraction q 0 exhibits a pronounced peak at visible wavelengths.
Spectral interface reflectance data are shown in Fig. 10 for the SPD in -off‖ and -on‖ states.
Light close to the front interface is mainly diffuse, which leads to a value of R j of the order of 0.6 to 0.7. At the bottom interface, the light has a significant diffuse component in the visible wavelength range leading to large interface reflectance. However the light is mainly collimated for λ > 1200 nm and then R g approaches R c .
The phenomenological scattering and absorption coefficients can now be obtained by numerical inversion of Eqs. (3)- (8) . The values of S and K obtained from the best fits, for both -off‖ and -on‖ states, are plotted in Fig. 11 . The scattering coefficient for visible light is seen to be very low when particles (or dipoles) are aligned in the applied field and high when dipole orientation is random. The absorption of visible light is much larger in the absence of an applied voltage, which is as expected. The absorption exhibits a pronounced peak at λ ≈ 650 nm in both states. A peak for mid-luminous wavelengths is characteristic for the optical properties of polyiodide materials [24] . The sharp peaks in the near-infrared are probably related to absorption in the polymer matrix rather than in the particles, as mentioned above.
Our use of the two-flux theory rests on several approximations, and therefore it is important to check its consistency with the measured data on R tot and T tot . This also serves as a weak [36] consistency check on our values of S and K. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the measured data with two-flux computations for the total reflectance with the SPD in fully transparent and dark states. Very good agreement is indeed observed, the only discrepancy being a slight underestimation of the reflectance for the transparent state with regard to the luminous wavelength range.
Conclusions
We used spectral optical measurements of total and diffuse transmittance and reflectance to characterize a suspended particle device, thereby expanding previous work on electrical characterization of such devices [15, 16] . Optical transmission could be modulated within widely separated limits for luminous light, whereas the near-infrared modulation was almost nil. The samples showed some diffuse light scattering (haze), which can be a disadvantage for applications. Scattering and absorption coefficients were computed from experimental data using a modification of the model of Levinson et al. [36] . This information will make it possible to 
